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About This Content

6 Street Fighter and 6 Tekken characters join the battle, for a total of 12 new fighters!

Characters Included

Sakura
Blanka
Guy
Cody
Elena
Dudley
Lars
Alisa
JACK-X
Bryan
Christie
Lei
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Title: Street Fighter X Tekken: Additional 12 Characters Pack
Genre: Action
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Capcom U.S.A., Inc.
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Street Fighter
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2013
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Minimum Requirements at 800x600 resolution @ 30FPS):
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Intel Dual Core 1.8GHz (or higher) or AMD Athlon II X2 (or higher)
Memory: 1GB (or higher)
Hard Disk Space: 10GB of free space
Video Card: nVidia GF6600 (or higher) or ATi X1600 (or higher) with 256MB of RAM
DirectX®: 9.0c
Sound: DirectSound compatible, DirectX 9.0c (or higher) compatible
Other Requirements: Online play requires software installation of and log-in to Games For Windows - LIVE

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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A really impressively put together system that looks good, plays smoothly and gives you access to some triple A board games for
a modest inital fee. I know the model is slated to be subscription based but not sure exactly how that will work yet and in the
interim, I will surely get my moneys worth on what it has to offer already.

I am a solo player mainly and this system lets you play everyones "turn" if you wish and it saves where you left off in the gaming
room for when you come back (needed for some of the bigger games). I could set up a private game room so I wasn't disturbed
and whilst I guess this is maybe not the primary selling point here, something that appeals to me.

I bought and am using this on my laptop whilst away from my home base using a "dongle". I only dropped connection once and
it went back in quikcly where I left off. Since then, it has worked seamlessly.

So, overall, I fully endorse this game based on my very early impressions and as a Boardgamegeek, I can only hope the number
of games available will continue to grow.. Really good fighting game
Pros:
- High-quality graphics
- Good animations
- Quite realistic fights

Minuses:
- No gamepad support
- Enemy models are the same. it doesn't even load.. It is an amazing strategy game were you take command of a species to lead
them to galactic victory. It has a very well designed economic system, a clean unhappiness system, and an amazing diplomacy
system, even with AI. There is, however, one MAJOR flaw. The game has a bug where : If you attack an enemy colony, and do
not choose to auto calculate the battle, the screen goes to the desktop exept for a GUI overlay. Then, after the battle is over, and
the screen will remain black with a GUI overlay. Any text or windows that appear on the black screen will stay there even after
closing them. Furthermore, saving the game and rebooting it does not help. Unless you plan on victory without fighting, you
simply cannot win.. Fat and unwieldy are two words to describe this game. While it uses many exotic contextual actions,
dynamically grabbing pipes, ledges, and other objects in game to ascend to higher safer perches, the game just falls flat on it's
face.

I believe the description of this game is a "vertical" fps, which I think they meant to show by this emphasis on climbing and
acrobatics, but I think what went wrong is the aiming, which felt clunky, enemies didn't seem to die fast enough, mostly because
you're flipping and climbing everywhere just trying to find the guys, and an overall unappealing level design which was
consistent of mostly blank brick buildings and bridges leading to nowhere special.

If you can get over the aiming and the level design, you might be able to take this game. But given the size of the game, I feel
like I could use my space better than with this game.. It's a fairly addictive, very well-made, fun, casual turn-based tactical
strategy game. Get it.. buy this game if you want all your memory eaten up cause thats all it does, takes about 5 minutes to just
get to the loading screen and an additional 10 minutes to start anything up at all.. I don't know what I bought this at but if it was
more than a dollar I feel bad.
It's not a good game to me.
Literally all it is is pressing a spacebar while physcadelic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665happens.
Please don't buy it unless you're okay with wasting a dollar. (update: I take it all back. This game is flawed and not worth the
aggravation. It's bad enough that your character will go from a dead stand still to rolling off the edge without you pressing
anything at all, but to expect me to dodge hornets on tiny sand blocks followed by a f*cking fire tunnel without a checkpoint
after the f*cking mess that was the hornet bit?!?!?! F*ck this game.)

Good game with acceptable stupid humor. I am enjoying it and the devs take suggestions on improvement. Good going
guys\/gals!
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SHOULD REALLY MAKE A BETTER ENGINE FOR THIS.. HEY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DO
YOU EVEN KNOW WTF A PUZZLE IS??? and what were u think with making number #3? fckn
idiot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Starscape is a curious fusion of an arcade and a turn-based strategy game. The arcade
component is in total domination, but as long as it is not backed by strategic advancements, it tends to become overwhelmingly
hard.

The main feature of the game is addictive gameplay. Despite the simple idea ("collect resources to become stronger, but watch
your back and take offensive actions to collect intelligence") the gameplay is extremely immersive. The whole stroy takes ~12
hours (or less on low difficulty levels) to complete. The storyline is not bad, but not too bristling with events.

From purely technical point of view, the game mechanics is trivial: the more resources you collect, the more powerful you get;
and few things can prevent you from collecting resources. Whenever you save a game, it is always easy to load and avoid any
serious danger you get into. It is possible to think of circumstances resulting in 100% death, but I have never encountered such a
coincidence in practice. The only thing the enemies can do is substantially delay your advance.

SUMMARY: plot is simple, but intriguing, graphics is nice, strategy is straightforward. But there is something in this
game that makes it addictive and immersive. An insight into this game is highly recommended. Slightly overpriced (for
a reason).. TLDR; the design leads to a frustrating and disheartening experience despite the interesting ideas.

I only played the game for 2 hours, so perhaps some of these problems aren't as bad later on or in a different mode, but
here's what made me stop enjoying it:

First problem: The events of the game are very divorced from the actions the player takes, meaning there is no feeling
of satisfaction from making a good choice. On top of that, the clear, quest-style method for gaining research points
really doesn't mesh well with that indirect nature - it took me over half an hour to go from 7\/8 to 8\/8 bushes planted,
with most of my commandments going into 'pick berries'.

Second problem: There are really only 4 different types of 'nouns' - food, terrain, ores and people - and only 2-3 of the
verbs are relevant to the groups other than people (why would people near lions specifically attack\/not-attack people
near hyenas?), meaning the core gameplay gets boring pretty fast.

Third problem: it really sucks to be put into a perfect, beautiful world with no war and no problems, be given the task
of keeping people with emotions and needs and autonomy safe and happy, and then slowly see the resources stripped
bare, people hating and destroying things and eventually fighting among themselves, while feeling like it's both your
fault and the nature of the game.

The core idea is interesting, but it doesn't fit with the game it's in, like bacon in a cake. I think if perhaps it was set up
more like a puzzle game - with a dysfunctional country that you have to 'fix' through the commands - it would work a
lot better.. I highly recommend this game, the replay ability is so great. the dlc is bought by IGC, the gameplay is really
good, the farming is rewarding, the build system is so expensive, the game room shop is a great challenge for
completionist, one downside the gameplay is the smallest bit repetitive and the small range of achievements.. very good
and relaxing game, achievements work, small price, so all in one 10\/10. The ambient is marvelously well crafted and
there is real love put into this game, but the story makes no sense, the gameplay is full of quirks and bugs and the way
the checkpoints are places are ridiculous. This might have been a great game with a bit more beta testing and bug
quashing, but as it is, I feel it is not even worth the time you put into it.. There is no real challenge...
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